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Welcome to my portfolio! 

Hi, my name is Patrik K. I am an artist, muralist, salesperson, 

marketer, graphic designer, entrepreneur and dad, what else :-)  

Thank you for coming to see my portfolio. Let’s dive into projects! 

https://youtu.be/R5zVAGObBO4


Customer: High Metal Oy

2020

High Metal –History & Future

High Metall's first workspace was located in Hakaniemi in the so-called Canon house, 

so this was naturally incorporated into the painting. The next step for the company was 

the establishment of industrial size production and a customized design process. This 

was brought in too the piece to describe the development of the company from a one-

man workshop into a full size industrial company.







Customer: Riihimäki

2021

Maija Isola Unikko Mural

Riihimäki turned 60 years in September 2021. To celebrate the occasion I had the 

honor to paint my biggest mural and at the same time first public work of art. Maija

Isola is a legendary painter and designer who was a Riihimäki native. She designed 

hundreds of designs for Marimekko the Finnish design company. Her most famous 

design in Finland was Unikko (Poppy) she designed in the 1960’s. Unikko is a huge 

part of Finnish popular culture and a design icon. 





Customer: High Metal Oy

2020

Sean Connery Mural

Mural made for a working warehouse space. Client hoped for a dramatic effect with a 

photographic illusion to it. As a tribute to one of our greatest movie stars ever I painted 

Sean Connery an icon. The picture of him in fact is full of emotion and power, thus it 

was selected to go on the wall. Great picture equals dramatic and vivid end result.





Customer: Kiinteistömaailma

2020

Helsinki City Wall

After seeing Patrik work the idea of a mural came to my mind. He 

captured my thoughts and wishes in a great way right from the 

start. He also brought his own vision and insight to the process 

and the final painting in a nice way. The whole office loved the 

finished mural and also our clients have given very positive 

feedback on it. Still after a few years it gives our workspace some 

more light and brightness on those dark winter days.” - Christian 

Helin / Entrepreneur, CEO, LKV, KiAT



Customer: Lucky 3 y.o. girl 

2020

Lucy in the sky of diamonds

A wall painting made for my daughter for her room. The pilot of the airplane is my 

daughter with her favorite sleeping buddy the squirrel (its really a kangaroo, but who 

cares ;D). It was important to have as much things happening in the painting as 

possible, as kids tend to bore easily. So it was supposed to have all these things, 

animals, cartoon characters, fruits, mountains, sweets, balloons etc. in one pic, so 

there would always be something new to find even after years to come. 





Customer: Pagero Oy

2020

Helsinki and Gothenburg Murals

Pagero moved they’re offices to a new location in April 2021. They have one whole 

floor which was renovated to suit they’re needs. For two smallish meeting rooms or 

brainstorm rooms they wanted murals to show of cities of Helsinki and Gothenburg. 

Gothenburg is where the head office of Pagero is situated and where the story of the 

company began. Helsinki was one of the first places Pagero expanded. Pagero wanted 

the murals to represent the most notorious places in these cities. Places that are 

familiar and known. 





Customer: Pagero Oy

2020

Finland VS. Sweden

Painting is in their game room area for the staff in their new

offices. Painting pays homage to the 70's sports comic style

from Buster comics. Ice hockey was selected as a natural

choice as a sport as Sweden and Finland have always had

this massive competition against each other in everything,

especially in ice hockey. In Ice hockey Finland has been the

underdog for centuries and finally in the 90's and 2000's

outgrowing the "big brother" Sweden .. So there really is

this love to hate and hate to love relationship.



Customer: Happy Private Client

2020

Towards new dreams - HOPE

The piece had to be hung pretty high. My Duden dictionaries were put to use on the 

lower A-ladder when the tall artist climbed over the dictionaries for hanging chores. I 

often stop to admire the painting in its evening light from behind the upstairs railing. 

When viewed up close, it has versatile surfaces and roughness, as in life itself, and the 

mood of the painting changes slightly depending on the angle from which it is viewed. 

Patrik painted us a unique work for this very family, home and stage of life. Therein lies 

the finesse of custom work - Hope is literally made for our home.



Thank you! 

Please don’t hesitate to contact me! I am happy to respond you within 24 hours.

Call me: +358405085428

Text me: hello@patrik-k.com

See me: Patrik K. Studio, Laippatie 3, Helsinki – Finland

patrik-k.com


